Health care seeking behavior following a health survey: impact on prevalence estimates of chronic diseases.
This article addresses the time sequence between a population health survey and subsequent health care use and how this changes the incidence estimates of selected chronic diseases. A cardiovascular survey of a representative sample of the adult population of Manitoba, Canada was linked with the health insurance claims database. Of the 2792 subjects in the survey, 98% were linked successfully, using an encrypted personal health insurance number. Five years of physician claims data for the survey participants were reviewed including 18 months prior to and 42 months following the survey. Survey participants started seeking confirmation of possible hypertension as soon as they received blood pressure information at the interview. Confirmation of diabetes and elevated cholesterol were not completed until 3-4 months after participants had received the laboratory test results. As many as 4.6 times more new cases of hypertension per month, 5.1 times more cases of elevated cholesterol, and 3.3 times more cases of diabetes were diagnosed following the survey. Surveys designed to determine the prevalence of specific chronic diseases generate new cases within a short time afterwards, thus affecting the original prevalence estimates. The process of assessing the burden of disease in a population is dynamic rather than static, and comparisons across populations need to take into account the frequency and recency of past surveys.